
secXtreme Security Appliances and Services

Supplementary product description

This document describes product features of secXtreme Security Appliances that are 
supplementary to the respective data sheets (honeyBox, generic security appliances and 
customer-specific appliances, both as hardware and software appliance), hereinafter 
“secXtreme products”. The description shall also apply to services that are related to the 
secXtreme products, hereinafter “secXtreme services”.

secXtreme GmbH does not assume any warranty for the uninterrupted or fault-free operation 
of secXtreme products or the performance of secXtreme services respectively.

New security threats are constantly emerging and no secXtreme product or service described 
herein is able to make IT resources unassailable.

Accordingly, secXtreme GmbH does not assume any warranty for the protection of the end 
user’s network against security threats, vulnerabilities, unwanted e-mails and internet content.
Only expressly mentioned warranties shall be assume (manufacturer warranty).

secXtreme products and secXtreme services are not fault-tolerant and not designed or 
intended for use in dangerous environments, which require failsafe operation, including 
aircraft navigation, aircraft security systems, weapon systems, life-support systems, nuclear 
power plants or other applications, where malfunctioning of a product by secXtreme or a 
defective service by secXtreme could result in death, personal injuries or property damages.

secXterme products and secXtreme services for testing, assessing, querying or monitoring of 
the security of IT resources, including implementation and installation, may result in the fact 
that problems are disclosed or malfunctioning occurs when operating such IT resources.

secXtreme products or secXtreme services shall be used under the condition that the owner 
of such IT resources knows and accepts the above-mentioned risks including but not limited 
to downtimes, connection failures, data losses, system crashes or performance losses that 
may occur under certain conditions.
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